SOLID GREEN LIGHT: System ready to arm.

FLASHING GREEN LIGHT: Zone open. Hold number 3 until keypad beeps to see what zone is open.

SOLID YELLOW LIGHT: Zone bypassed. Hold number 2 until keypad beeps to see what zone is bypassed.

SOLID RED LIGHT: System is armed.

BLINKING RED LIGHT: System is armed with no delay.

ZONE NUMBER FLASHING: Alarm memory. Hold number 9 to reset.

P DISPLAY WITH KEYPAD BEEPING: System was armed with a zone open. Hold 9 to reset and make sure all windows and doors are shut and keypad has solid green light.

1 FLASHING WITH ALL LIGHTS LIGHT UP: Loss of AC power. Hold 9 to reset.

2 FLASHING WITH ALL LIGHTS LIGHT UP: Low battery. Hold 9 to reset. System battery takes up to 72 hours to fully recharge after power outage.

3 FLASHING WITH ALL LIGHTS LIGHT UP: Failure to communicate. Hold 9 to reset.

FIRE LIGHT: fire was activated, hold 9 to reset.

BYPASS: Press the B/A key then the 2 digit zone number to be bypassed.

CHIME: Hold 5 until keypad beeps.

TO ARM SYSTEM WHEN LEAVING: Enter code and leave.

TO ARM SYSTEM WHILE STAYING HOME: Bypass motion zone and enter code.

TO ARM SYSTEM WHILE STAYING HOME WITH NO DELAY: Bypass motion zone, hold number 4 until keypad beeps, and then enter code.

TO DISARM SYSTEM: enter code.

TO DISARM SYSTEM AND SEND A PANIC SIGNAL: Press 99 before code is pressed.
PANIC BUTTONS:
   F and # sends a fire alarm.
   A and # sends a medical alarm.
   P and # sends a police panic.

TO CHANGE CODES:
   1. Hold number 8 until keypad beeps.
   2. Press 4, 5, 6, keypad will beep and lights will flash.
   3. Press the B/A key.
   4. Enter the user number, 1 thru 8. 1 is the master code, 2 thru 8 are for user codes.
   5. Enter the new code. The code can not start with 99
   6. Press the B/A key twice.